“Pack for a Purpose helps travelers add good deeds to a great vacation.”
The Boston Globe, February 24, 2013

“It’s a great resource!”
CBS travel expert Peter Greenberg, CBS This Morning, July 6, 2012

“A Genius Idea: Traveling With a Suitcase Full of Good”
The Oprah Magazine, December 2011

“A Little Help Goes A Long Way With ‘Pack for a Purpose’”
ABC News, February 5, 2010

Our Mission is to positively impact communities around the world by assisting travelers who want to take meaningful contributions to the destinations they visit.

www.PackforaPurpose.org
info.packforapurpose@gmail.com

A 501 (C) organization
You can make a Big Impact in communities around the world.

Our Vision

There is need everywhere in the world. It can sometimes be difficult to identify specific needs in places far from home. We believe people fortunate enough to travel to other countries often wish they could make meaningful contributions to the places they visit.

Our goal is to assist travelers who want to say thank you or who simply want to expand their generosity beyond their own communities. The list of needed supplies for destinations on our website are provided directly by the local community-based projects that will receive them. Travelers can make informed decisions and take items that meet the needs of the people who will use them.

5 EASY STEPS

1. SELECT A DESTINATION AT PACK FOR A PURPOSE.ORG

2. Find an accommodation or tour company and a project it supports

3. Choose the supplies you wish to take from the specific items requested.

4. Drop off the supplies at the accommodation or tour company.

5. The supplies will be delivered to the project, it’s that easy!

Use available space in your luggage to provide supplies to communities you visit.

For 5 pounds (2.27 kilos) you can take:

5 deflated soccer balls with an inflation device

or

400 pencils

or

A stethoscope, a blood pressure cuff, and 500 band aids®

Since 2010 Pack for a Purpose (packforapurpose.org) has expanded to support hundreds of community-based projects in over 60 countries. PfaP travelers have taken over 165,628 kgs (364,381 pounds) of supplies, meeting essential needs around the world!